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“The greatest challenge to any thinker is stating the problem in a way 
that will allow a solution.” Bertrand Russell

Rotarian Marcin Kubiak handed off 4-way to our newest CB 
Rotarian Mark Rendell,.…all Rotarians need to brush up

Invocation… George Leonard

Pledge… JoAnn Yardley

Song… John Alexander

Did’ja know… On this day in 1877, Crazy Horse and his warriors–
outnumbered, low on ammunition and forced to use outdated weapons to 
defend themselves–fight their final losing battle against the U.S. Cavalry in 
Montana.
Six months earlier, in the Battle of Little Bighorn, Crazy Horse and his ally, 
Chief Sitting Bull, led their combined forces of Sioux and Cheyenne to a 
stunning victory over Lieutenant Colonel George Custer (1839-76) and his 
men.
In 1948, American sculptor Korczak Ziolkowski began work on the Crazy 
Horse Memorial, a massive monument carved into a mountain in South 
Dakota. Still a work in progress, the monument will stand 641 feet high 
and 563 feet long when completed.
Visiting Rotarians and Guests: George Leonard, David Sherrer II

To open the meeting John A. shared updates 
from the Boat Parade. The event was a great 
success! Since good is never good enough we 
discussed certain areas for enhancement in the 
following years.
With this being the last meeting for the year our 
club hosted Donna Gaiser, the District Governor, 
and we focused our discussion on recruitment. 
Our club, as many around the country, have 
experienced drop in membership. Some of the 
recommended areas of focus included increased 
community exposure/awareness, evolution of  

club meetings and adhering to the vision of making rotarians out of members. It 
should be a goal for everyone to identify ways how to expose local residents to 
all the good our club does in the community as that should and will enable our 
growth in the coming decade. 

Upcoming Events 
1/15 Future of the Club 

1/22 Kimberly Carroll - Fellowship 
Chair 6930 

1/29 - Fellowship  
Happy Rotary Anniversary to: 

Howard McCabe - 52 
Brenda Mulberry - 30 

Bill Geiger - 27 
Ken Hebert - 18 

Cynthia Forbes - 16 
Suzanne Violet - 1 

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS 

 1/12 Mark Rendell  

1/13 Ken Hebert  

1/25 Brenda Mulberry 

$15 Joe Triscari $396


